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Parker Solution Grounds the Competition

#85
Problem
Building advanced military aviation
products calls for hundreds of
specialized fasteners. At the start of
each shift technicians would pull a
variety of fasteners from inventory
and place them in tool pouches.  The
potential for contamination required
diligent inspection.  Lost or damaged
fasteners was often the result.

Inventory accuracy also proved
difficult as these parts could not be
accurately tracked once pulled. 
Valuable time was spent searching
for parts, rather than assembling.

Solution
The Actuator Division's Stillwater MN
IPS plant built this fastening machine
using IPS framing, a Daedel 406LXR
linear motor table, Compumotor
single axis controllers and a host of
proprietary components including
custom fastening tools, a
touchscreen display, ethernet
communications and RFID scanners. 
Fasteners are now loaded into
cartridges eliminating contamination
concerns, and the RFID system
provides real time inventory data
which tracks parts to the point of use.

The solution resulted in a portable
system that enhanced overall quality,
increased productivity and
streamlined the supply chain
processes.  With expectations
exceeded, the customer is now
seeking a patent.

 

Close proximity to engineering,
manufacturing and distributor
support

Complete solution from one
company encompassing multiple
technologies

Fast turnaround from conception to
final product installation

Commitment to on-time delivery and
post order support

The ability to meet critical tolerance
and design requirements to meet
system portability

Single source provider eliminated
multiple purchase orders saving the
customer $1,000 in administrative
costs

The project scope was streamlined
by having a single customer contact
who coordinated design,
manufacturing and testing

Inventory loss and damage was
eliminated resulting in continuous
savings and quality improvements

The portability of the design allows
the machine to be moved to work
areas anywhere in the plant which
increased production efficiencies in
this process by 20%

FEATURED PRODUCTS: IPS Framing Systems, Daedal 400LXR,
Compumotor Controllers, Parker Fittings & Tubing
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